Abstract A spinal cord injury (SCI) is one of the most common neurological disorders. In this paper, we examined the consequences of upper SCI in a male participant on the cerebral blood flow velocity. In particular, transcranial Doppler was used to study these effects through middle cerebral arteries (MCA) during resting-state periods and during cognitive challenges (non-verbal word-generation tasks and geometric-rotation tasks). Signal characteristics were analyzed from raw signals and envelope signals (maximum velocity) in the time domain, the frequency domain and the time-frequency domain. The frequency features highlighted an increase of the peak frequency in L-MCA and R-MCA raw signals, which revealed stronger cerebral blood flow during geometric/verbal processes respectively. This underlined a slight dominance of the right hemisphere during word-generation periods and a slight dominance of the left hemisphere during geometric processes. This finding was confirmed by cross-correlation in the time domain and by the entropy rate in informationtheoretic domain. A comparison of our results to other neurological disorders (Alzheimer's disease, Parkinson's disease, autism, epilepsy, traumatic brain injury) showed that the SCI had similar effects such as general decreased cerebral blood flow and similar regular hemispheric dominance in a few cases.
Introduction
Aaslid et al. introduced transcranial Doppler sonography as a non-invasive ultrasonic technique to measure CBFV and its variations. TCD measures activity in the main cerebral arteries through an intact skull (Brass et al. 1988; Aaslid et al. 1982) . Some of the advantages of TCD include its high temporal resolution (due to insonation without any interruption; Bernd , its stress-free aspect, and its user-friendliness (Schmidt et al. 1999; Scott Burgin et al. 2000) . TCD is typically employed to monitor the cerebral arterial blood flow velocity in major arteries of the circle of Willis (Reid and Spencer 1972; Bishop et al. 1986 ).
TCD provides information about blood flow modifications due to neural activities in normal and pathological cases (Wong et al. 2000; Zanette et al. 1989; Compton et al. 1987; Markwalder et al. 1984; Krejza et al. 1999) . The term ''neurovascular coupling'' represents the close link which exists between CBFV changes and neural activity (Phillips et al. 2013) . Neural activation implies modifications involving cerebral blood perfusion (Fox and Raichle 1986; Deppe et al. 2004) . Hence, determining hemisphere dominance during cognitive processes is a typical application of TCD (Deppe et al. 2004; Szirmai et al. 2010; Cupini et al. 1996; Hartje et al. 1994) . As the middle cerebral artery (MCA) carries 80 % of cerebral blood to the hemispheres (Lindegaard et al. 1987) , the effects of cognitive activities on CBFV in MCAs is usually assessed (Hartje et al. 1994; Droste et al. 1989a; BullaHellwig et al. 1996) using bilateral probes placed on the transtemporal window on both sides of the skull (Larsen et al. 1994; White and Venkatesh 2006) . Previous studies have specifically focused on CBFV outcomes during cognitive processes in healthy participants (Kelley et al. 1992; Vingerhoets and Stroobant 1999) . A few studies also highlighted the consequences on cerebral blood flow during resting-state and during mental processes in participants with neurological disorders (e.g., autism, epilepsy, spinal cord injury) (Silvestrini et al. 2006; Knake et al. 2003; Whitehouse and Bishop 2008; Nanda et al. 1974; Curt et al. 2004) .
A spinal cord injury (SCI) in patients usually implies partial or full motor/sensory dysfunction (Cirak et al. 2004; Sadowsky et al. 2002) , and the severity of SCI is evaluated according to the American Spinal Injury Association Impairment Scale. The majority of previous studies have examined a link between SCIs and CBFV in patients with a high level of SCI, i.e. above the sixth thoracic segment (Phillips et al. 2013; Catz et al. 2007; Houtman et al. 2001) . These contributions showed that SCI can lead to other health disorders: cardiovascular and broncho-pulmonary diseases, musculoskeletal, gastro-intestinal, renal and immune dysfunctions in addition to incomplete/complete tetraplegia/paraplegia and dysfunctions (Phillips et al. 2013; Scott et al. 2011) . In particular, SCI implies an impairment of supraspinal regulation of autonomic function. This deterioration entails hypotension and sudden peaks of hypertension (Phillips et al. 2013; Krassioukov 2009 ). An impaired tension control affects the response of cerebral blood flow and brain metabolic demands during mental or physical challenges. In fact, the maintenance of sufficient cerebral blood flow is based on arterial baroreflex and cerebral autoregulation. The cerebral autoregulation adjusts the cerebral blood flow depending on the brain needs while the arterial baroreflex maintains arterial blood pressure. Consequently, the brain response to cognitive processes could be impacted by the dysfunctional tension control, which involves a reduction of focus, memory or reasoning (Morris et al. 1986; Tzeng et al. 2010; Davidoff et al. 1990; Gonzalez et al. 1991) . Only a few TCD studies have examined CBFV in SCI patients during mental tasks. These studies show that CBFV through MCA from participants with SCI above the sixth thoracic segment does not increase during cognitive tests (attention and verbal test). This indicates a deficient cognitive performance due to hypotension (Wecht et al. 2012) . Nevertheless, CBFV from SCI subjects is constantly lower than CBFV from non-SCI subjects during resting-state periods (Wecht et al. 2012 ). However, other TCD studies established a clear connection between hypotension and an impaired cerebral blood flow during mental activities (Costa et al. 1998; Duschek and Schandry 2004; Morris et al. 2002) . Subjects with hypotension show a reduced CBFV and less distinct CBFV increase during stimulus cognitive activities than the healthy subjects (Duschek et al. 2003) .
The current study focused on examining the repercussions of injuries in the upper side of the spinal cord on CBFV. Specifically, we examined CBFV in MCAs during rest periods and cognitive tasks from a male SCI participant on the fifth cervical vertebrae. Our major contributions include the understanding of signal characteristics in the time domain, the frequency domain and the time-frequency domain. We examined both raw signals and the spectral envelope signals, which are peak velocity signals extracted from raw signals (Deppe et al. 1997 ). These signal characteristics were then compared to CBFV in healthy participants and participants with other neurological disorders.
Methodology Case study description
This is a case study of CBFV in a single participant with SCI (20 years post the injury). The participant's SCI is at the level of the fifth cervical vertebrae. The subject had no history of heart murmurs, strokes, concussions, migraines or other brain-related injuries. The participant was asked to sign the consent form approved by the University of Pittsburgh Institutional Review Board (Fig. 1) .
Data acquisition
The MCA signals were collected with a SONARA TCD System (Carefusion, San Diego, CA, USA). Two 2 MHz transducers were fixed with a headset on both sides of the skull. They were placed on transtemporal windows [5 cm in front of the ears, above the zygomatic arch (Schneider et al. 1988) ] to record the MCA signals. MCA were identified depending on the depth of insonation (45-55 mm), the angle of insonation (perpendicularly to the skull) and the flow direction (towards transducers) (White and Venkatesh 2006; Alexandrov et al. 2007 ). Additionally, the end-tidal carbon dioxide ETCO 2 (BCI Capnocheck Sleep Capnograph, Smiths Medical, Waukesha, Wisconsin, USA) was monitored along with respiration rate, electrocardiogram, head movement and skin conductance via a multisystem physiological data monitoring system (Nexus-X, Mindmedia, Netherlands). After Fig. 1 Setup for the study the acquisition of R-ACA and L-ACA cerebral blood flow data in the form of audio files, raw signals were extracted with a sampling frequency of 44,100 Hz. Information was downsampled by a factor 5 (8820 Hz) to accelerate computation.
The participant was asked to complete 15 min of resting-state followed by two 15-min periods of cognitive processes. During the 15 min of resting state, the subject was requested to sit motionless and maintain a thought-free mental state. The 15-min periods of mental tasks were separated by a 5-min break. However, we did not collect data during these five minutes. Each 15-min block was comprised of 5 word generation tasks, 5 mental rotation tasks and 5 resting conditions of 45 s between each cognitive task. During geometric tasks, pairs of images were randomly selected from a database constructed from 3-D cubes and were then displayed. Subjects were asked to rotate displayed models to define connections between pairs of images (mirror symmetrical or identical). During the word generation task, letters which were randomly chosen were displayed at the beginning of each period. Participants generated words based on these letters. A nonverbal mode of answering was chosen to avoid activation of brain regions associated with speech. In each mental block, the order of tasks were randomly chosen (Fig. 2) .
In this study, raw CBFV signals were collected using TCD. The raw signals are comprised of various velocities of blood particles in cerebral arteries. In fact, signals are composed from several sinusoidal signals due to parabolic speed CBFV distribution (Deppe et al. 2004) . We also considered the maximal CBFV or envelope signals, which correspond to the maximal Doppler shift (Deppe et al. 2004; Sejdić et al. 2013 ).
Feature extraction

Statistical features
MCA signals on the right and the left side were characterized by the second, third, and fourth moments, i.e. standard deviation, skewness, and kurtosis of the signal (Hosking 1990; Papoulis 1991) . The standard deviation of the amplitude distribution represents the dispersion of the data from the average of a distribution (Papoulis 1991; Zoubir and Boashash 1998) . The skewness of a signal denotes the asymmetry of the distribution (Papoulis 1991; Allen et al. 2004) . The kurtosis of a distribution describes the shape of the distribution around the tails (Papoulis 1991; Oja 1990) .
The cross-correlation coefficient at the zero lag measures the similarity between two signals (right MCA and left MCA):
where the signals X and Y represent signals from the right and the left side of the MCA (Tiao and Box 1981) .
Information-theoretic features
The Lempel-Ziv complexity (LZC) measures the randomness, the predictability, and the regularity of discretetime signals (Ahmed et al. 2011) . It is widely used in biomedical applications, especially to study brain activities (Aboy et al. 2006; Abásolo et al. 2006; Gao et al. 2011) . The signal data is transformed into finite sequences. 99 thresholds are defined to divide the signal into 100 finite spaces Hu et al. 2006) . Then, parts of the quantized signal X n 1 ¼ fx 1 ; x 2 ; . . .; x n g are gathered to shape blocks (Lempel and Ziv 1976) :
where each block has the length L defined by j À l þ 1 and represents a series of successive data. For each L, every block is analyzed. A counter c is defined to illustrate the amount of new pattern formation. c increases by one unit if the sequence of a block has not already appeared in previous analysis. Finally, the LZC was given as the following formula where the final c measures the complexity of the signal and n represents the total of quantized levels in the signal:
The entropy rate q of a stochastic process measures the statistic degree of the recurrence of patterns of a signal for medical data analysis (Pincus et al. 1991) . The normalized pattern distribution (zero mean and unit variance) is quantized into 10 equal levels. Then, the distribution X ¼ fx 1 ; x 2 ; . . .; x n g is decomposed and grouped into blocks of length L, 10 L 30. A block L represents a finite sequence of successive samples in a quantized distribution such as X L ¼ fx 1 ; x 2 ; . . .; x nÀLþ1 g (Porta et al. 2011) . 
where x i is classified between 0 and 10 L À 1. The Shannon entropy S(L) defines the degree of complexity of x L given the quantized signal X L where X takes discrete values x j with probability p j (Porta et al. 2011) :
where p j is the approximated sample joint probability of the pattern j in X L with the understanding that
The normalized conditional entropy is defined as (Porta et al. 2000) :
where pe(L) is the percentage of patterns with length L that appeared only once in x L . S(1) is the conditional entropy estimation of the stochastic process for L ¼ 1 and represents the Shannon entropy of white noise. It is multiplied by the same probability distribution pe(L). Thus, S(1)pe(L) is a corrective term added due to the underestimation of SðLÞ À SðL À 1Þ for a larger L (Porta et al. 1998) . Given that the first term decreases while the second term increases with L, the function N(L) shows a minimum min(N(L)) which is the best estimation of the conditional entropy. min(N(L)) is an index of complexity. Conversely, q ¼ 1 À minðNðLÞÞ is an index of regularity, whose values are between 0 and 1 (Porta et al. 2000) . Two probability functions can be compared thanks to the cross-entropy rate. It quantifies the mutual information between two distributions. It predicts data in a signal from previous and current information in another signal. The two X and Y were normalized, quantized and computed according to the conditional entropy method. Finally, the cross-entropy rate X XjY L (information rate available in one of the samples of the quantized signal X when a pattern of L À 1 samples of the quantized signal Y) is computed as (Porta et al. 2000) : and S X ð1Þpe XjY ðLÞ is a corrective term added due to the underestimation of S XjY ðLÞ À S Y ðL À 1Þ for a larger L. As with the previous method, S X ð1Þ is the conditional entropy estimation of the stochastic process X for L ¼ 1. The Shannon entropy of white noise S X ð1Þ is multiplied by the same probability distribution pe XjY ðLÞ. The previous function exhibits a minimum minðNC XjY ðLÞ; NC YjX ðLÞÞ. The index of synchronization K XjY ¼ 1 À minðNC XjY ðLÞ; NC YjX ðLÞÞ varies between 0 (X and Y are independent processes) and 1 (X and Y are synchronized).
Frequency features
The peak frequency, the centroid frequency, and the bandwidth of the spectrum are examined to identify the spectral characteristics of the signal (Sejdić et al. 2009; Lee et al. 2010; Nishida et al. 2014) . The peak frequency is defined as the maximal spectral power:
where F X ðf Þ is the Fourier transform of the signal X and f max was 8820 Hz in this study. The spectral centroid is computed as the center of mass of the spectrum (Vergara et al. 2004) :
The bandwidth of the spectrum represents the squared differences between the spectral centroid and the spectral components (Sejdić et al. 2009 ):
Time-frequency features Based on a 10-level discrete wavelet decomposition of the signal using the discrete Meyer wavelet, the signal is decomposed into 10 levels W ¼ ½a 10 d 10 d 9 . . .d 1 where a 10 is the approximation coefficient and d k represents detail coefficient at the kth-level (Hilton 1997 ). The signal is observed at various frequency bands and various positions. Then, the relative wavelet energy from the approximation coefficients is defined by the following formula (Rosso et al. 2001) :
where k:k is the Euclidian norm. The relative wavelet energy defines the relative energies within different frequency bands depending on ratio between the kth level of decomposition and the total energy of the signal. A wavelet entropy X measures the degree of order/disorder of the signal (Rosso et al. 2001; Han et al. 2013) . It represents the concentration of wavelet energies on the band of levels:
where N a 10 is the relative energy.
Statistical test
The non-parametric statistical hypothesis Wilcoxon ranksum test was used to compare statistical differences between results (Bridge and Sawilowsky 1999; DePuy et al. 2005) . We examined the effects of the mental task, the geometric task and the resting-state period. p\0:05 indicates the statistical significance of the extracted features (Hayman et al. 1970 ).
Results
The end-tidal carbon dioxide level does not influence the mean diameter of the middle cerebral arteries (Giller et al. 1993) . Consequently, it is not taken into consideration. Secondly, the results are presented in tables in the form of ðmean AE standard deviationÞ where the rest period is pointed out by an ''R'', the verbal task is indicated by a ''V'' and a ''G'' shows the geometric tasks. R-MCA indicates the right MCA, while L-MCA indicates the left MCA. Tables 1 and 2 summarize the time-domain feature values for the raw and the envelope signals. For the raw CBFV signals, a few statistical differences were detected. The standard deviation in R-MCA decreased during cognitive tasks (p\0:05), deviation was larger during the geometric tasks than during the word-generation tasks (p ¼ 0:04). Furthermore, statistical differences were noticed between resting-state periods and mental processes in the kurtosis value on the left-sided signals (p\0:05). The kurtosis was higher during cognitive challenges than during baseline periods (particularly during word-generation tasks). While considering the features on the envelope signals, a lower correlation value was noticed during verbal tasks than during the resting-state periods (p ¼ 0:05).
Time features
Information-theoretic features
Information-theoretic features from both CBFV raw and CBFV envelope signals are presented in Tables 3 and 4. For the envelope signals, the entropy rate was higher during the geometric-rotation periods in R-MCA than in L-MCA (p ¼ 0:05).
Frequency features
Tables 5 and 6 summarize the frequency characteristics of raw and envelope signals. For the raw signals, the peak frequency was higher during geometric-rotation tasks than during verbal processes in L-MCA (p ¼ 0:05). Additionally, a statistical difference on the peak frequency was observed between R-MCA and L-MCA during word-generation tasks. The peak frequency of R-MCA was higher (p ¼ 0:02). The bandwidth values of R-MCA signals increased during cognitive processes (p\0:05). The bandwidth was larger during verbal tasks than it was during geometric-rotation periods (p ¼ 0:04). For the envelope signals, a small increase of the R-MCA bandwidth was noticed during the verbal processes in comparison to the resting-states (p ¼ 0:03). In addition, larger peak frequency in L-MCA signals was observed during geometric-rotation periods than during verbal challenges (p ¼ 0:01). A rise of peak frequency was observed on the R-MCA between mental processes (higher during geometric processes than during word-generation tasks). However, the p value is not significant enough on the right side to be considered (p ¼ 0:2). Tables 7 and 8 
Time-frequency features
Discussion
Each domain (time, frequency and time-frequency domains) revealed the effects of cognitive tasks on CBFV in R-MCA and L-MCA, demonstrating the consequences and the repercussions of a spinal cord injury at a cervical level.
The probability density function shapes of R-MCA and L-MCA signals were examined based on the analysis of time domain components. Raw R-MCA signals exhibited small standard deviation values during mental processes, particularly during word-generation periods. This demonstrated that the CBFV signals were more concentrated around the mean of probability density function during the cognitive challenges. In fact, it proved that the cerebral blood flow changed to a larger extent in the case of geometric processes than in the case of word-generation tasks. Changes in kurtosis values for raw L-MCA signals between the resting-state and the cognitive tasks were also noticed. The rise of kurtosis was higher during word-generation tasks than during geometric-rotation challenges. First, it proved that the CBFV variations on the left side of MCA were different depending on the cognitive task type. Second, the kurtosis represented the peakedness and flatness of the distribution (DeCarlo 1997). The higher kurtosis value proved that the cerebral blood flow is massed around one value. Indeed, the left-sided raw signals were more dispersed during the verbal challenges than during the geometric tasks. Signals extracted during the verbal tasks centralized information around one value because of the lower right-sided standard deviation and the higher leftsided kurtosis. During the word-generation periods, crosscorrelation of envelope signals decreased compared to the resting-state periods. In fact, a reduction of the cross-correlation values between the verbal tasks and the baseline underlined the lower dependence between right-sided and left-sided signals. This implies a lower dependence on the functioning of the two hemispheres pointing out a lateralization, which implies modifications of the bilateral dependence between the two hemispheres. In this study, the verbal processes may cause a lateralization, where one hemisphere is more engaged in cerebral blood perfusion.
In the information-theoretic domain, the L-MCA envelope signals exhibited lower entropy rates than R-MCA signals during the geometric-rotation tasks, which proved that these signals were more random than rightsided signals. Additionally, a lower entropy highlighted a faster cerebral blood flow. In this way, CBFV was higher on the left side of MCA during the geometric tasks. Finally, the information-theoretic domain revealed a lateralization during the brain response while performing geometric tasks, where the left brain regions were more activated than the right brain regions.
In the frequency domain, the raw signals showed a band-pass profile, while the envelope outcomes exhibited a low-pass structure. Furthermore, a noticeable increase of the peak frequency in the L-MCA and R-MCA raw signals revealed a stronger cerebral blood flow during the geometric/verbal processes respectively. This increase in peak frequencies denotes a faster variation of cerebral blood flow velocity during the cognitive challenges. It reinforced the previous statements about a left lateralization during the geometric-rotation periods (highlighted by the information-theoretic domain) and a right lateralization during the word-generation tasks (highlighted by the time-domain). Lastly, the bandwidth of R-MCA was larger during the cognitive tasks than during the resting-state, indicating faster cerebral blood flow variations.
Lower wavelet entropy values demonstrated that the raw and envelope signals were more ordered during the rest periods than during the cognitive challenges. In fact, timefrequency domain proved once again that the mental processes led to variations of CBFV signals when compared to the resting state. Furthermore, a very low wavelet entropy implies a very ordered signal, which refers to a periodic mono-frequency signal in the case of envelope signals (Rosso et al. 2001) . We noticed statistical differences in the raw and the envelope wavelet energy outcomes. Concerning the raw CBFV signals, a global increase of wavelet energy on d 10 was noticed in the right side of MCA during the mental challenges when compared to the baseline outcomes. The slight decrease of wavelet energy on a 10 was also considered on both sides of MCA during the cognitive processes from the envelope results. Modifications of energy distribution were caused by modifications of CBFV during cognitive tasks in the two sides of MCA. However, the wavelet energy did not provide sufficient modifications to observe lateralization during the mental processes. Finally, a dominance of one hemisphere was concluded during each cognitive task: the preeminence of R-MCA/L-MCA during word-generation periods or geometric-rotation tasks. In fact, the CBFV is higher in one side of the brain than in the other side depending on the type of cognitive process. However, only a few noticeable statistical differences proved to be lateralizations during the mental tasks, leading us to believe that brain lateralization in this patient is not as pronounced.
Next, CBFV from the able-bodied participants and the participant with cervical SCI were compared during each period. CBFV outcomes and brain response from healthy participants were extracted from different studies (Kelley et al. 1992; Vingerhoets and Stroobant 1999; Sejdić et al. 2013; Li et al. 2014) . These outcomes pointed out higher mean maximum velocities on MCA from the control subjects (either during the resting-state or during the cognitive challenges). CBFV increased by 37-49 % during each period between able-bodied participants and the SCI participant. A few studies also emphasized a lateralization of CBFV on MCA signals during the mental processes from healthy participants. In fact, the geometric task should lead to a dominance of the left hemisphere (L-MCA), while the word-generation processes should lead to a dominance of the right hemisphere (R-MCA) evidenced by the results from the healthy participants (Hartje et al. 1994; Kelley et al. 1992; Vingerhoets and Stroobant 1999; Droste et al. 1989b) . The outcomes from the participant affected by a cervical SCI displayed a similar slight lateralization during the cognitive periods. The participant affected by a cervical SCI presented a ''regular'' brain lateralization during the cognitive challenges, which was couterbalanced by a low cerebral blood flow. Additionally, a brain functioning difference was observed between the rest and mental processes. A CBFV decrease was discovered in the case of SCI subject, while a CBFV rise was noticed in the case of control subjects during the cognitive periods when compared to the resting-state (Kelley et al. 1992; Vingerhoets and Stroobant 1999) .
Lastly, the results from the participant with SCI were compared to the results from subjects affected by other ''frequent'' neurological disorders, including Alzheimer's disease, autism, epilepsy, Parkinson's disease, and traumatic brain injury (TBI) (Hirtz et al. 2007 ). Similar to our results, several studies involving Alzheimer's disease, Parkinson's disease (with deficient cognitive response and/ or dementia), epileptic and autistic subjects showed a similar deficient brain response to the SCI subject. These brain perfusion responses were characterized by low CBFV (Claassen et al. 2009; Shih et al. 1999; Rombouts et al. 2005; Derejko et al. 2006; Standring 2008; George et al. 1992) . Regarding epilepsy, the CBFV decrease was highlighted during abscence attacks (by 70 %) (Fisher et al. 2005; Bode 1992; Diehl et al. 1997; Joo et al. 2008) . Nevertheless, only a few studies involving the previous neurological disorders highlighted normal hemisphere functioning during cognitive tasks. Autistic and epileptic subjects may present normal lateralization during cognitive processes (Escalante-Mead et al. 2003; Adcock et al. 2003; Everts et al. 2010; Knecht et al. 1998 ). On the other hand, the left or right hemisphere is less involved in brain functioning during cognitive tasks than in SCI hemisphere functioning (in the event of Alzheimer's disease, Parkinson's disease, autism in a few cases and epilepsy in a few cases) (Derejko et al. 2006; Tachibana et al. 1993; Burroni et al. 2008; Dawson 1982) . Additionally, hypoperfusion is a cause of low CBFV in the case of Alzheimer's disease and Parkinson's disease, since as it is the origin of low CBFV in the case of SCI subjects (Derejko et al. 2006; Tachibana et al. 1993) . Finally, similarities and dissimilarities between traumatic brain injury (TBI) and SCI were studied. TBI is deeply related to SCI. A TBI happens in 91 % of traumatic SCI cases (Wecht et al. 2012; Dowler et al. 1995) . This implies a decreased cerebral blood flow following the injuries (Soustiel et al. 2005) . TBI patients usually present hypotension like SCI subjects (Ghajar 2000; Marmarou et al. 1991) . One study revealed normal and abnormal brain lateralization during language tasks in the case of left hemispheric TBI (Rasmussen and Milner 1977) .
Conclusion
In this article, we analyzed MCA cerebral blood flow velocity signals from a participant affected by a 5th cervical spinal cord injury during the resting-state, the wordgeneration tasks and the geometric-rotation tasks. The time-domain, information-theoretic and frequency domains highlighted a right dominance of the MCA during verbal processes and a left dominance of the MCA during geometric processes. The comparison between outcomes from able-bodied subjects and a participant with SCI pointed out a ''regular'' brain lateralization during cognitive periods and a general decrease of CBFV on the two sides of MCA during each period in the case of SCI. However, higher CBFV was emphasized during rest periods from SCI outcomes, which was the difference between control and SCI subjects. A comparison of SCI to other neurological disorders (Alzheimer's disease, autism, epilepsy, Parkinson's disease, and TBI) underlined common features in a few cases, such as, lower CBFV and normal brain lateralization during mental activities.
